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special timbers strategy - objectives.
Through this Strategy, Forestry Tasmania will sustainably manage Tasmania’s special timbers in accordance with
the following three objectives, which are consistent with Forestry Tasmania’s 2008 Sustainability Charter. This
Strategy does not affect any current sales contracts that Forestry Tasmania has with any customers.

1. Sustaining the resource
Biodiversity and habitat

Special timbers resource

Sustainable yield

•

Maintain a reserve system in state forests
in accordance with the Regional Forest
Agreement and Tasmanian Community
Forest Agreement.

Maintain an ongoing long-term supply of
special timbers from a new Special Timbers
Zone of about 100,000 hectares, which will
include:

•

Maintain a diversity of natural habitats and
mixed age forests to support biodiversity
across the forest estate.

Manage suitable state forests to supply
special timbers at annual levels that are
sustainable and that are sufficient to meet the
reasonable requirements of businesses using
these timbers. This will involve:

•

Maintain a minimum of 250,000 hectares
of old growth forests in reserves in state
forests (25 per cent of Tasmania’s reserved
old growth forest) for conservation values.

•

•
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About 80,000 hectares of blackwood
forest and rainforest that is managed to
optimise the production of special timbers
on a sustainable basis.
About 20,000 hectares of eucalypt
forests rich in special timbers to ensure
maximum recovery and the continued
representation of special timbers within
regenerated stands, which will be regrown
for at least 200 years.

•

Using non-clearfell silviculture to the
maximum extent feasible, consistent
with species requirements for healthy
regeneration and the health and safety of
forest workers.

•

Creating additional special timbers
sources by enhancing the future
production of blackwood from selected
regrowth areas.

•

Conducting periodic sustainable yield
estimates for blackwood forests, with the
next estimate being publicly reported
within one year of the publication of this
Strategy.

•

Setting annual supply targets for special
timbers which are consistent with low cost
estimates of sustainable yield.

•

Maximising the recovery of Huon pine
from harvested areas, and rehabilitating
them so that they remain as, or are
restored to, Huon pine forest.

2. Maximising value recovery
Specifications

Harvest practice

•

Chain of Custody/legality

•

Maximise recovery of commercial pieces of
special timbers from harvested areas.

•

Reduce theft of special timbers.

•

Recover flood-delivered Huon pine
from the shores of Macquarie Harbour,
accessible west coast beaches and the
Huon estuary.

•

Increase customer awareness of
certification of timber legally sourced
from sustainably managed forests.

•

Maintain utilisation standards and
contractor skills to ensure recovery of
special timber sawlog material.
Implement feature grade specifications
for non-sawlog special timber material to
assist its recognition and recovery.

Scheduling

Contractor skills and accreditation

•

Schedule harvesting of special timbers
resource to produce consistent,
manageable volumes of special timbers
for processors and users.

•

•

Improve forecasting of special timbers
production by species and quality from
scheduled coupes through targeted
reconnaissance of special timbers quality.

•

Improve knowledge of market trends and
demand for special timbers.

•

Identify opportunities for additional
resources to further develop commercial
access to special timbers-rich areas.

Incorporate training for feature grade
specifications into Timber Classification
Officers’ courses in conjunction with users/
makers so the value and applications of
feature grade material are understood and
appreciated.
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3. Promoting Tasmanian special timbers to the world
Markets

Sales processes

•

Support the ongoing viability of the
Tasmanian timber processing and craft
industries that use special timbers as a raw
material.

•

Maintain a range of sales mechanisms
for special timbers, in keeping with the
different requirements of the many types
of customers in the sector.

•

Identify, and promote the development
of, those markets for Tasmania’s special
timbers that have ongoing potential to
provide the best returns to all participants
in the supply chain for these timbers.

•

•

Promote sales of Tasmanian special
timbers to local, national and international
merchants and makers.

Ensure that prices received by Forestry
Tasmania for special timbers represent an
adequate return that reflects the market
value of the end products and the cost to
Forestry Tasmania of managing the forests
from which they are obtained.

•

Enhance commercial returns from the
production of special timbers from state
forests.

This will involve:
• Promoting Chain of Custody certified
products.
•
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Collaborating with the Tasmanian
woodcraft sector.

This will involve:
• Developing web-based sales, including a
tender management system and online
shop, for high-value special timber
material.
•

Maintaining and enhancing Island
Specialty Timbers Tasmania as a
commercial business unit of Forestry
Tasmania.

Preface
This strategy lays the framework for the
sustainable management of Tasmania’s
special timbers and will underpin Forestry
Tasmania’s management and sale of special
timbers for the next decade.
Forestry Tasmania wishes to thank those
who generously contributed their time and
expertise to the development of the strategy
through the public consultation process.
The special timbers strategy is consistent
with Forestry Tasmania’s 2008 Sustainability
Charter, which outlines its broader forest
management strategy for all state forests.

Craftsman Richard Raffan wood turning.
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Introduction
Tasmania’s forests are home to some of the
world’s most precious and beautiful timber
species which have an iconic association with
the State. They are part of Tasmania’s unique
brand and are highly regarded both within
Australia and throughout the world for their
decorative and other specialised applications.
They are part of Tasmania’s history and
its future, having social and economic
significance for Tasmanians that is much
greater than the relatively modest volume
harvested each year.
Special timbers include well-known names
such as blackwood, myrtle, celery-top pine,
sassafras, Huon pine and silver wattle. Burls
and figured eucalypts are also sought after
and are considered to be special timbers.
Other species that are less well known for
their timbers, such as cheesewood, musk,
horizontal and leatherwood, also have sought
after characteristics.
Forestry Tasmania values these special
timbers and has developed management
regimes over many decades to ensure that
the supply of most timbers will be maintained
in perpetuity (Elliott et al. 2008).
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The processing and use of Tasmania’s special
timbers in high-value products such as fine
furniture, panelling, cabinet work, cupboards
and kitchens, floors and walls, doors and
windows, feature beams, boardwalks,
saunas, craft items, boat building, musical
instruments and joinery generates about $70
million each year and provides employment
for more than 2,000 people (Farley et al.
2009).

A further 8,500 people participate in
woodcraft activities as a hobby or on a limited
commercial level. Culturally, woodcraft
activities are enjoyed by a higher proportion
of Tasmanians (2.6 per cent) than the national
average (1.9 per cent).
Tasmania’s special timbers possess a
wide variety of valued qualities with a
focus on aesthetics, finish potential and
workability. They have a warmth and life
that is emphasised when they are crafted
or manufactured. Each piece of wood is
individual, even when from the same tree.
Each has a different feel, texture, grain,
density, smell and colour. While the main
demand for these characteristics is in
conventional straight timber, wood craftsmen
and turners often look for timbers that have
eccentric grains, contrasting colours or
unusual textures, with burls being particularly
sought after.
Special timbers also provide long-lasting
storage of carbon. The wood is strong,
natural, renewable and has the lowest
embodied energy of any major furniture or
building material.

Tasmania’s special timbers are among the
last commercially available premium timbers
being produced from publicly managed
forest operations in Australia. Blackwood
timber from Tasmania is plentiful and widely
available in the other Australian states and
in selected export markets. Other Tasmanian
special timbers are produced in very small
commercial volumes and will always be
available for special uses and niche markets.
However, all Tasmanian special timbers are
important contributors to the Tasmanian
brand and provide important raw material
for high value products sold to visitors and
residents. Forestry Tasmania recognises its
key role as the major supplier of special
timbers in Tasmania.

production of such timbers. Volume targets
for special timbers were initially set by the
Tasmanian Government’s Forests and Forest
Industry Strategy (Forests and Forest Industry
Council of Tasmania 1990).

Legal and Policy Framework

Reduction in the area of special timbers
forest available for harvest as a consequence
of the Tasmanian Community Forest
Agreement has resulted in special timbers
production (sawlog and craftwood) declining
to approximately 13,800 cubic metres in
2006/07. This volume compares with a
special timbers sawlog harvest of 22,390
cubic metres in 1999/2000 (Farley et al. 2009).
In 2008/09 12,500 cubic metres of special
timbers sawlogs and craftwood were sold
(Forestry Tasmania 2009).

Regional Forest Agreement and Tasmanian
Community Forest Agreement
Both the Australian and Tasmanian
Governments recognise the contribution that
special timbers make to the Tasmanian forest
products industry and the value of special
timbers to the Tasmanian brand. The Regional
Forest Agreement in 1997 recognised the
value of special timbers to the Tasmanian
craft and design industries and stipulated
that selected areas of state forests would
continue to be managed for the long-term

The Supplementary Regional Forest
Agreement in 2005 (also known as, and
referred to in this document as, the
Tasmanian Community Forest Agreement),
led to the transfer of a significant component
of these areas (about half ) into the Statewide
reserve system. The species most affected
were myrtle (about 90% reduction in supply),
sassafras and celery-top pine. The most
affected region was the Tarkine (North-West)
forests.

The increased cost of accessing and
harvesting forests containing the remaining
lower proportions of special timbers was
identified as another consequence of the
Tasmanian Community Forest Agreement.
However, provisions were made for improved
access to and management of the remaining
areas for special timbers production. These
provisions included:
•

low impact, access roading to special
timbers areas;

•

improved training and skills in alternative
harvest and salvage techniques;

•

development of a new recovery and
marketing initiative; and

•

investment in enhanced long-term
production of blackwood.
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Forestry Tasmania Sustainability Charter: Forest
Management Plan 2008
Forestry Tasmania’s Sustainability Charter:
Forest Management Plan 2008 identified five
key sustainability objectives in relation to
state forest:
•

Sustaining biodiversity and habitat.

•

Sustaining jobs for current and future
generations.

•

Sustaining carbon stores, clean air, water
and healthy forests.

•

Sustaining community access and
heritage.

•

The strategy will:

•

•

further enhance value;

•

ensure sustainable and economically
accessible supply; and

•

encourage markets and business
opportunities to drive improved recovery,
utilisation and socio-economic value to
the Tasmanian community.

managing commercial blackwood forests
to provide the majority of the sustainable
supply of blackwood sawlogs;

•

recovering all commercial special timbers
from harvested areas;

•

providing a small, ongoing supply of
special timbers, primarily from special
timber management units (STMUs) to
meet the needs of the Tasmanian fine
timbers industry; and

•

marketing initiatives to enhance the value
of Tasmanian special timbers.

Sustaining science-based stewardship.

Special timbers fall under the “Sustaining
jobs for current and future generations” core
objective. For each core objective, Forestry
Tasmania has identified a number of aims,
which assist in the implementation of the
core objective.
For special timbers, Forestry Tasmania aims
to:
•

This will involve:

“ensure an ongoing, long-term supply of
special timbers.”

Other aims relevant to the management of
special timbers from the “Sustaining jobs
for current and future generations” core
objective include:
•

promoting and supporting domestic
processing and value-adding of wood
products; and

•

maintaining a sustainable supply of
commercial timber.

Forestry Tasmania has developed this Special
Timbers Strategy to define how it will meet its
objectives and aims under the Sustainability
Charter.
Celery-top pine seedling.
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This Strategy is intended to apply for
approximately 10 years.
This Strategy does not affect any current sales
contracts that Forestry Tasmania has with any
customers.
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Wooden Boat School , Franklin, Tasmania.

Young myrtle leaves.
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1. Sustaining the resource

Figure 1 (page 17) indicates that large areas
of rainforest and acacia communities in
Tasmania’s public land that contain special
timbers are unavailable for harvesting due to
their contribution to the Statewide reserve
system. Some of the area in multiple use
state forest is also unavailable for harvesting,
due to the requirements of the Forest
Practices Act (1985). Likewise no harvesting is
permitted in relict rainforest, that is, patches
of rainforest in areas outside the normal
climatic range for rainforest.

The sustainable management of special
timbers is critically important in ensuring
the future of this resource. This is done by
finding a balance between biodiversity and
production values. Biodiversity values are
managed in part by ensuring most of the
resource is within the Statewide reserve
system and by managing biodiversity values
by prescription in areas available for wood
production. To manage the production
values, we need to define the resource
and determine how it will be operationally
managed (silviculturally) and determine the
sustained yield.

The 2005 Tasmanian Community
Forest Agreement specified old growth
management targets including:

Biodiversity and habitat
Aims:
• Maintain a reserve system in state forests
in accordance with the Regional Forest
Agreement and Tasmanian Community
Forest Agreement.
•

Maintain a diversity of natural habitats and
mixed age forests to support biodiversity
across the forest estate.

•

Maintain a minimum of 250, 000 hectares
of old growth forests in reserves in state
forests (25 per cent of Tasmania’s reserved
old growth forest) for conservation values.

Background/Overview:
Special timbers in Tasmania are sourced
principally from old growth forests, in
particular rainforest and mixed forests
(vegetation with a eucalypt overstorey and
a rainforest understorey). The conservation
of these forests and their biodiversity is
a fundamental platform on which any
sustainable production must be based. The
Regional Forest Agreement and Tasmanian
Community Forest Agreement resulted in 47
per cent of native forest, 79 per cent of old
growth forest and 82 per cent of rainforest
types being protected within the Statewide
reserve system.

•

additional reservation of old growth forest
(resulting in 79 per cent of old growth
forest reserved Statewide); and

•

reduced clearfelling of old growth forests,
to 20 per cent of annual old growth
harvest, by 2010.

The additional reserves in state forests,
resulting from the Tasmanian Community
Forest Agreement, have brought the total old
growth forest reserved on public land to
973,000 hectares.
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Special timbers resource
Aims:
• Maintain an ongoing long-term supply
of special timbers from a new Special
Timbers Zone of about 100,000 hectares,
which will include:
- about 80,000 hectares of
blackwood forest and rainforest
that is managed to optimise the
production of special timbers on a
sustainable basis.
- about 20,000 hectares of eucalypt
forests rich in special timbers to
ensure maximum recovery and the
continued representation of special
timbers within regenerated stands,
which will be regrown for at least
200 years.
- using non-clearfell silviculture to the
maximum extent feasible, consistent
with species requirements for
healthy regeneration and the health
and safety of forest workers.
•

create additional special timbers sources
by enhancing the future production of
blackwood from selected regrowth areas.

Background/Overview:
Management Zones
There are three major special timbers
sources. These are blackwood forests,
rainforests and eucalypt forests that are rich
in special timbers. These sources combine
to form a new Special Timbers Zone and
will be identified as separate management
units within the Forestry Tasmania zoning
system, known as the Management Decision
Classification (MDC). A Special Management
Zone (SMZ) code will be assigned to each
source. These will be:
Blackwood Forests - StBwd
Predominantly Rainforest – StRft
Eucalypt forests rich in special timbers –
StEuc.

The extent of the Special Timbers Zone is
shown in Figure 2 and more detailed maps
are provided at the back of the Strategy.

Special timbers
source

Blackwood

Predominantly
Rainforest
(formerly STMUs*)

Eucalypt forests

Management
Zone

StBwd

StRft

StEuc

Table 1. Indicative area within the new management zones.

MDC SMZ
Indicative Area (ha)
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The predominantly rainforest areas have
been known previously as Special Timbers
Management Units. The three sources are
shown in the schematic diagram below, and
their areas are summarised in Table 1.

StBwd
8 300

StRft
69 000

StEuc
20 000

Total
97 300

* Special Timbers     
   Management Units

Figure 1. Reserved and unreserved extent of rainforest and acacia forest
communities on Tasmania’s public land.

Figure 2. Special Timbers Zone
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Blackwood Forests
Blackwood swamps provide the core resource
for blackwood sawlog supply. This resource
is primarily located in the north west of
Tasmania, with a gross area, outside reserves,
of 8,300 hectares. Areas with tea-tree
understorey are harvested by patch-clearfells
whereas areas with myrtle understorey are
selectively harvested (Forestry Tasmania,
2005). Regenerated areas are fenced to
exclude browsing animals and regrowth
stands are managed on a nominal 70-year
rotation.

Blackwood and silver wattle grow relatively
quickly and are well adapted to large-scale
disturbances such as wildfire. These species
commonly occur in the understoreys of
eucalypt regrowth forest. The component of
blackwood in eucalypt regrowth forests can
be significantly increased on suitable sites by
fencing to exclude mammals from browsing
the highly palatable blackwood seedlings.
Areas treated in this way are designated as
“fenced intensive blackwood”. Since 1985,
about 1,200 hectares of eucalypt/blackwood
regeneration have been fenced, primarily
in the north west of the State. The nominal
rotation age is 70 years, which can potentially
be reduced by thinning treatments that
concentrate stand growth on potential
sawlog trees.
Predominantly Rainforest
About five per cent of state forests fall into
the predominantly rainforest management
zone. It provides a small, ongoing supply
of special timbers to meet the needs of
the Tasmanian fine timbers industry. This
management zone has been designated
specifically for the long-term production
of special timbers and removed from
eucalypt wood production for the purposes
of sustained yield calculations for eucalypt
sawlog supply. This management zone

18

A blackwood swamp in northwestern Tasmania.

Measuring a blackwood stem in 15-year-old
eucalypt/blackwood regeneration.

was previously known as Special Timbers
Management Units that once extended
across 143,000 hectares. However, following
extensive transfer of areas to the Statewide
reserve system as part of the Tasmanian
Community Forest Agreement, around
69,000 hectares now remain available as part
of the new Special Timbers Zone.

Through the Tasmanian Community Forest
Agreement, new low impact roading has
been developed through much of this
management zone to provide long-term
access for special timbers harvests. Additional
roading will be required for continued access
to this resource.

Myrtle regeneration after small group
selection harvesting.

Most special timbers are very slow growing
and occur predominantly in old growth
forests. These areas are managed to produce
a small sustainable supply of timbers such
as myrtle, sassafras and celery-top pine as
well as large-dimension eucalypt timber for
special purposes. The harvested stands are
allowed to return to an old growth condition
within the planned rotation. Slower growing
species and immature trees are retained
within harvested stands, which preclude
the use of clearfelling. Single tree and group
selection (gaps are up to two tree lengths
wide) harvests are prescribed and the
majority of the canopy is retained at each
cutting cycle. Nominal rotation lengths are at
least 200 years (Forestry Tasmania, 1998).

This area was heavily cut over during the
first half of the 20th century. Dead and down
timber, and trees in poor condition, are
recovered from previously cut over stands,
and where possible at least 10 seed trees
per hectare are retained (Jennings et.al.
2005). Seedlings are planted on sites that
lack seed trees. The objective is to maximise
the recovery of useable timber and restore
harvested areas so that they remain as Huon
pine forest. Supplies of Huon pine are also
sourced from the stockpiled timber salvaged
from the flooding of Lake Gordon in 1978.

Small areas of Huon pine forest occur within
the predominantly-rainforest management
zone. There is no intention to maintain a
steady ongoing supply of Huon pine because
the available area and growth rates are so
small that a regular yield can not be supplied.
More than 85 per cent of Tasmania’s Huon
pine is contained within the Statewide
reserve system. The main area for production
is the Teepookana Plateau, south of Strahan.

Huon pine seedling, planted
to restore a harvested area.
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Eucalypt forests rich in special timbers
This management zone consists of old
growth eucalypt forest with an understorey
rich in special timbers, which can be
recovered during routine harvesting. These
areas amount to about 20,000 hectares.
Clearfelling has been primarily used in these
forest types, where a high level of disturbance
is needed to establish a new eucalypt
forest. However, harvesting in these areas
is increasingly retaining old growth forest
elements in each coupe for at least the next
rotation. This method (known as variable
retention) better emulates the natural
regeneration process of infrequent wildfire,
and leaves sufficient old growth elements to
allow slower growing species to persist and
regenerate (Forestry Tasmania, 2009).

Variable retention harvesting in eucalypt forests rich in special timbers.

Sustainable yield
Aims:
Forestry Tasmania will manage suitable
state forests to supply special timbers at
annual levels that are sustainable and
that are sufficient to meet the reasonable
requirements of businesses using these
timbers. This will involve:
•

conducting periodic sustainable yield
estimates for blackwood forests, with the
next estimate being publicly reported
within one year of the publication of this
Strategy;

•

setting annual supply targets for special
timbers which are consistent with low cost
estimates of sustainable yield; and

•

maximising the recovery of Huon pine
from harvested areas, and rehabilitating
them so that they remain as, or are
restored to, Huon pine forest.

Variable retention can be practiced using
standard eucalypt rotations of about 90 years
or long rotations of about 180 – 200 years.
Under this Special Timbers Strategy, about
20,000 hectares of eucalypt forests rich in
special timbers will be managed to ensure
maximum recovery and the continued
representation of special timbers within
regenerated stands, which will be regrown for
at least 200 years.
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Background/Overview:
Sustainable yield refers to the level of
commercial timber (or product mix) that can
be maintained under a given management
regime without reducing the long-term
productive capacity of the forest. It can be
regulated either by controlling the volume
of products harvested or the area harvested
from a forest estate.
Forestry Tasmania uses volume regulation
to control the yield of high quality eucalypt
sawlogs and employs a comprehensive
inventory system, based on over 3,000 plots,
detailed coupe mapping and sophisticated
growth models to determine the sustainable
yield. Yield estimates are publicly reported
every five years (for example, Forestry
Tasmania 2007).
Similar but less sophisticated volume-based
systems are used to estimate the yield from
blackwood forests. The last sustainable
yield estimate for blackwood forests was
conducted in 1999 (Forestry Tasmania 1999).

Sawlog yields of other special timbers are
very variable but are typically much lower
than for eucalypt and blackwood forests.
They can vary from virtually nothing up to
about 50 cubic metres per hectare for the
best rainforest stands (Mesibov 2002). Low
sawlog yields and slow growth rates do not
justify the cost of sophisticated inventory
and growth modelling for special timber
yields, either from rainforests and blackwood
forests or from the understorey of eucalypt
forests. Instead, supply targets have been set
that, with the exception of Huon pine, are
consistent with simple calculations of the
sustainable yield that can be maintained for
a given species from the supply area (Table
2). For example, the target for myrtle sawlogs
and utility logs has been set at 500 cubic
metres per year, which can be drawn from
about 89,000 hectares, including rainforests
of 69,000 hectares and a further 20,000
hectares of eucalypt forests rich in special
timbers.
Assuming a conservative average yield of one
cubic metre per hectare, this represents
89,000 cubic metres of myrtle sawlogs and
utility logs, which is 180 years supply even if
there was no growth on harvested areas. In
fact, dominant myrtle trees in harvested areas
typically grow at around 0.3 centimetres in
diameter per year (Hickey and Wilkinson
1999), which suggests a sawlog rotation of
about 200 years.

At that time previously harvested areas
should again yield at least one cubic metre
per hectare of sawlog and utility logs. Hence
the annual supply target is consistent with
the notional sustainable yield.
Yields from eucalypt forests rich in special
timbers, designated as StEuc, will continue
to be estimated using sophisticated plotbased methods. The flow of eucalypt sawlogs
will continue to contribute to estimates of
sustainable yield, and the legislated sawlog
supply target set by Section 22AA of the
Forestry Act 1920. However, their ongoing
contribution to the reported sustainable
yield, beyond their first harvest, will be
negligible, at least for the next two hundred
years.
Yields from occasional eucalypt patches
within rainforest (StRft), are not included
in five-yearly estimates of sustainable yield
of high quality eucalypt sawlogs. However,
when such areas are harvested, the eucalypt
sawlogs will contribute to meeting the annual
eucalypt sawlog target for that particular
year. This approach has been taken so that
there is no imperative to conduct eucalypt
sawlog harvesting within rainforest in order
to meet legislated sawlog supply targets.
Over time as the supply of large-dimension

eucalypts decreases, there may be
opportunities to market selected logs as a
premium product (Leech 2008).

Table 2. Annual supply targets for special timbers
millable* logs for the ten-year period to 2019.

Species
Blackwood
Silver Wattle
Myrtle
Sassafras
Celery-top pine
Huon pine
King Billy pine
Other species (including
figured eucalypt)

Annual volume (m3)
10,000
500
500
500
500
500
Arisings only
Arisings only

* Millable logs include ‘Category 4’ sawlogs and ‘utility’ logs.

Specific quantities by log grade and species
are specified in current sales contracts
with customers. In addition to special
timbers sawlogs, other figured and featured
logs, burls, poles, stumps and limbs will
be recovered to provide for Tasmanian
businesses operating in the woodcraft sector.
Currently about 500 – 1,000 tonnes of this
material is recovered each year.
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Tiger myrtle bowls, courtesy of the
Tasmanian Wood Design Collection.
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2. Maximising value
recovery
Maximising value recovery is achieved by
ensuring that relevant mechanisms are
in place and reviewed as required. These
mechanisms include ensuring specifications
are adequate for the resource, scheduling
the resource according to sustained yield
and market requirements, using harvesting
practices that maximise recovery, training
contractors so they are highly skilled and
accredited in the recovery of special timbers
and adopting chain of custody certification to
give market assurance about the product.

Specifications
Aims:
• Implement feature grade specifications
for non-sawlog special timber material to
assist its recognition and recovery.
•

Maintain utilisation standards and
contractor skills to ensure recovery of
special timber sawlog material.

Background/Overview:
The characteristics and qualities that create
or determine values of special timber logs,
branches, burls or stumps are often related
to wood colour, patterns of colour, figure
caused by grain patterns or direction and,
sometimes, unusual shapes. Because special
timbers have high unit values, they can be

utilised commercially in small pieces, for
example, burls, short sections or short logs
with burl figure, fiddle-back grain or striking
wood colours.
Many finished items made from special
timbers are small, short or thin pieces that
generate very high values for makers and
retailers and are iconic Tasmanian products
sought after by residents and visitors.
The diversity of the raw product type results
in issues with specifications to describe
and produce consistent grades of special
timbers raw material for processors and users,
which are necessarily more complicated
than equivalent specifications for eucalypt
sawlogs, where size and defects are the main
grade limits.

Scheduling
Aims:
• Schedule harvesting of special timbers
resource to produce consistent,
manageable volumes of special timbers
for processors and users.
•

Improve forecasting of special timbers
production by species and quality from
scheduled coupes through targeted
reconnaissance of special timbers quality.

•

Improve knowledge of market trends and
demand for special timbers.

•

Identify opportunities for additional
resources to further develop commercial
access to special timbers rich areas.

Background/Overview:
The age, quality and quantity of timbers
from the understorey of eucalypt forests
rich in special timbers can vary greatly and
are usually correlated with stand age, soil
quality and rainfall. In forests with variable
topography and aspect, drainage and fire
history can also influence special timbers
species density.

Special timbers support jobs for 2,000 people
including forestry workers, craftspeople and retailers.
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Maps compiled from aerial photographs
that show areas of different forest types
allowed Forestry Tasmania staff to identify
the 20,000 hectares of eucalypt forest rich
in special timbers and are used to schedule
coupes for harvesting. However, the maps
cannot be used to accurately forecast the
commercial volumes of special timbers that
individual coupes will produce. Ground and
aerial reconnaissance of coupes can increase
the accuracy of production estimates for
special timbers and allow harvest scheduling
to more closely meet processing capacity
and user demand for special timbers. A trial
of ground reconnaissance in 2008 provided
useful forecasts of special timbers production,
highlighted the nature and value of special
timbers to the harvesting contractor and
resulted in an increase in the recovery of
special timbers.

Harvest practice
Aims:
• Maximise recovery of commercial pieces
of special timbers from harvested areas.
•

Recover flood-delivered Huon pine
from the shores of Macquarie Harbour,
accessible west coast beaches and the
Huon estuary.

Background/Overview:
Harvesting contractors use mechanical felling
heads or manually operated chainsaws to
fell trees before the main trunk is dragged or
carried by ground or cable logging machines
to landings for grading and cross-cutting into
a range of products and then loaded onto
trucks for delivery to customers.
The many actions and decisions of workers
at a harvesting operation determine the
quality and quantity of special timbers
produced, for example, their felling skill and
care, the suitability of the equipment they
use and their knowledge and recognition
of products and grades. Appropriate
harvesting equipment also affects the quality
and quantity of production by minimising
damage or breakage and having flexibility
to recover, process and transport both small
and large pieces of valuable raw material.
In some forests with valuable understorey
components, it is useful to sequence the
understorey harvesting operation before the
overstorey of large eucalypt trees is felled in
order to maximise the production of special
timbers. This recovers a higher proportion of
special timber material because fewer trees
are damaged during eucalypt felling.

Periodic floods in the Huon and Gordon
Rivers, and in major rivers flowing directly
onto west coast beaches, deliver floating
Huon pine logs and branches from trees
felled decades ago by piners and convicts.
Such material is deposited after a flood
around the southern shores of Macquarie
Harbour (Gordon River) and in the Huon
estuary by the combined actions of wind,
currents and tides. Some pieces become
floating or stranded navigational hazards to
cruise boats and private craft.

Salvaged Huon pine at the Strahan yard of Island Specialty
Timbers Tasmania.

Huon pine jewelry cases.
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Forestry Tasmania, with approval from
the Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service,
conducts minimal impact salvage operations
on beaches or from the water. Huon pine
is collected and bundled for loading onto
barges or log rafts, for delivery to Strahan. On
arrival, the salvaged material is transferred
to a secure storage yard where it is graded
into sawlog, utility logs, craft logs, limb wood
and stumps. The sawlogs become part of the
resource allocated to Huon pine sawmillers
while ‘utility’ logs and craft grade material are
sold by Forestry Tasmania to processors and
craft workers.
These periodic salvage operations, after
major flood events in the Gordon River,
collect substantial volumes of Huon pine
that supplement material salvaged from
old logging operations in forests on the
Teepookana plateau, south east of Strahan.
If flood-generated Huon pine material is
not salvaged by Forestry Tasmania from
Macquarie Harbour beaches, history shows
that unauthorised individuals begin to
remove the most valuable pieces for personal
use or black market sales, which undermines
the viability of legitimate processors.

There are also opportunities on some west
coast beaches to recover flood-delivered
Huon pine timber that would otherwise be
recovered by unauthorised individuals for
private gain. In such remote areas, without
land access, the most cost-effective recovery
solution could be to assist or approve
selected fishing vessels to retrieve logs from
remote beaches for sale to Forestry Tasmania
at Strahan.

Contractor skills and accreditation
Aims:
• Incorporate training for feature grade
specifications into Timber Classification
Officers’ courses in conjunction with users/
makers so the value and applications of
feature grade material are understood and
appreciated.
Background/Overview:
Harvesting crews frequently work in
different regions of the State and in different
forest types, according to the schedule
developed by Forestry Tasmania. Usually
a coupe is allocated to a harvesting crew
who are responsible for the felling, removal,
classification and dispatch of all products
from within its designated boundaries, in
addition to the protection and maintenance
of environmental values, according to the
Forest Practices Plan.

Timber Classification Officers, employed by
Forestry Tasmania, forest industry companies
or forest harvesting contractors are trained by
instructors from the Tasmanian Skills Institute
(formerly TAFE) who hold a Certificate 4 in
log grading. During the two-day Log Graders
Course, they teach Timber Classification
Officers to recognise features, qualities and
dimensions of eucalypt and plantation grown
logs and how to classify them into many
different harvested products. Each Timber
Classification Officer becomes accredited
after passing a test on how to classify
different product grades. Further to this, a
new, one-day special timbers identification
course will be required to be completed by
each Timber Classification Officer to allow
them to grade special timbers.
Forestry Tasmania will refine and complete
the draft feature grade specification in
conjunction with processors, and develop
training aids for Timber Classification Officers
and harvesting workers who operate in
coupes with substantial amounts of special
timbers.
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Chain of Custody/legality
Aims:
• Reduce theft of special timbers.
•

Increase customer and end-consumer
awareness of certification of timber
legally sourced from sustainably managed
forests.

Background/Overview:
The area of state forests under operational
management control of Forestry Tasmania
is certified under the Australian Forestry
Standard (AS4708). The Australian Forestry
Standard is the forest management standard
for the Australian Forest Certification Scheme,
which certifies extensive areas of native
forests and plantations across Australia.
It provides consumers with assurance
that forest and wood products are from
sustainably managed forests. The Australian
Forestry Standard is endorsed by the
international Programme for Endorsement of
Forest Certification.
An unknown quantity of special timber is
illegally sourced from state forest and other
lands in Tasmania each year. This includes
sourcing from current harvest areas and from
roadsides or tracks into forests and reserves.
While such activity is not considered to be
significant in overall commercial terms for
Forestry Tasmania, it threatens the integrity of
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Special species timbers being loaded for dispatch at the
Island Specialty Timbers yard, Geeveston, Tasmania.

Statewide reserves, reduces the ability of the
legal market to recover appropriate values for
its products, and undermines the confidence
of buyers in the products.
Surveillance of state forest, including forest
reserves, is difficult and of limited value in
combating this activity. Ultimately, most of
these activities will be curtailed when the
industry can ensure the timber is sourced
from legal and sustainable harvest operations
and able to be traced from the forest
through to the processors, manufacturers
and retailers, via a secure Chain-of-Custody.
Chain-of-Custody includes harvesting
contractors who have been trained, directed
and well remunerated to produce and deliver
a broader range of special timber material.

Forestry Tasmania has established two
receiving yards as part of Island Specialty
Timbers Tasmania, one at Geeveston, and a
new one at Smithton, to receive raw material
with verifiable legal status, and process and
sell to users or other processors. Forestry
Tasmania has collaborated with the fine
timbers sector in the development of Fine
Timbers Tasmania, and an associated third
party-verified, Chain-of-Custody certification
scheme according to the requirements of
Australian Standard: Chain-of-Custody for
certified wood and forest products (AS4707).
Chain-of-Custody certification enables
consumers to make informed purchasing
choices and gives them confidence that
the certified products they purchase were
produced in forests whose management
has been certified as sustainable. Chain-ofCustody certification also guarantees buyers
that timber or products originate from legal
supply sources and reduces the market for,
and value of, illegally sourced timber or
products.

How to guarantee
your customers
are buying
legal,
responsible,

‘As awareness grows of
the need to manage our
forests in a sustainable way,
consumers are becoming
increasingly concerned over
the origin of their purchases.
This is particularly important
to the buyer of high-value
craft and furniture items.
They want to do the right
thing and support sustainable
forest management by buying
certiﬁed products.

George Harris
Chairman
Fine Timber Tasmania

Fine Timber Tasmania Incorporated,
a not-for-proﬁt organisation, is
responding to this market trend
through a Chain of Custody program.
Chain of Custody refers to all the steps
or links in taking certiﬁed products
from the forest to the end user. Many
individual companies have a Chain
of Custody but nowhere else in the
world is there one that applies to a
ﬁne timber supply chain. Fine Timber
Tasmania’s Chain of Custody is an
innovative and credible program that
guarantees the exotic Tasmanian
timber has been legally sourced from
a sustainably managed forest and
represents a responsible purchase
decision. Guaranteed.’

ﬁne Tasmanian timber.

The Chain
of Custody
Certiﬁcation of the
Chain of Custody
This involves two things:
• Describing and documenting
‘standards’ of the requirements of
each stage in the supply chain.
• Providing proof of compliance
to the documented standards
through a system of independent,
third party certification.
Forest and Chain of Custody
certification enables consumers
to make informed purchase
decisions. It assures consumers that
the product has been sourced in
accordance with an internationally
recognised legal framework that has
been independently audited.

Who should be
involved in the
Program?
Sawmillers, manufacturers of
wood products, wholesalers,
designers/makers, retailers
and gallery owners – all those
supply chain businesses
that want to demonstrate to
customers the environmental
and social integrity of their
products.

‘Forest growers are at
the very beginning of
the Chain of Custody.
Every other link in the
chain relies on their
forest management
practices.’

‘Our sawmilling
business is based
on ﬁne Tasmanian
timber. My customers
want to know the
timber is legal and the
Chain of Custody will
give that assurance.’

‘I want to be part of
the Chain of Custody
system and do
the right thing for
the forest and my
customers both here
and overseas.’

Forest Manager

Sawmiller

Wholesale Distributor

Forestry Tasmania is certified
under the Australian Forest
Certification Scheme ( AFCS )
which is accredited by the
international Program for
the Endorsement of Forest
Certification Schemes (PEFC)

Terry Groves
Corinna Sawmills

Karen Harvey
Ossa Design

‘The Chain of Custody
will differentiate
our furniture and
products... and that
has great marketing
potential.’

‘Products that
carry the Chain of
Custody symbol
will reassure our
customers of the
origin of the timber...
and that’s what
they want.’

‘It will help build
the brand of our ﬁne
timber industry and
our designer/makers
and our State.’

Designer/Maker

Retail Manager

Gallery Manager

Axiom

Rye Dunsmuir
Retail Manager
Design Centre Tasmania

Dr Astrid Wootton
Director
Design Centre Tasmania Board
Member
Brand Tasmania

Jane Hutchinson

The beneﬁts
of certiﬁcation
Fine Timber Tasmania’s
Chain of Custody has the
potential to add value to your
fine timber product. Each
license holder can use the
symbol to demonstrate to
their customers the integrity
of the product and that it
is fine Tasmanian timber.
Promotional and point of sale
material is also available so
the environmental and social
benefits of certified products
can be communicated.

Steve Whiteley
Forest Manager

‘It will say to our
customers that we’re
serious about doing
the right thing for the
environment and our
beautiful timbers.’
Dan Whiting

This chain is an example only: other chains within the system
may involve different businesses and organisations.
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Huon pine juicers.
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3. Promoting Tasmanian
special timbers to the
world

This will involve:
• collaborating with the Tasmanian Timber
Promotion Board;
•

promoting Fine Timbers Tasmania certified
products; and

The further development of robust and
flexible marketing and sales processes is
important in promoting Tasmanian special
timbers to local, national and international
merchants and makers.

•

collaborating with the Tasmanian
woodcraft sector.

Markets
Aims:
• Support the ongoing viability of the
Tasmanian timber processing and craft
industries that use special timbers as a raw
material.
•

Identify, and promote the development
of, those markets for Tasmania’s special
timbers that have ongoing potential to
provide the best returns to all participants
in the supply chain for these timbers.

•

Promote sales of Tasmanian special
timbers to local, national and international
merchants and makers.

•

Enhance commercial returns from the
production of special timbers from state
forests.

Background/Overview:
The Review of the Tasmanian Woodcraft
Sector (Farley et al. 2009) highlighted the
following significant market factors for special
timbers.
•

•

The sector has a significant focus on
exports. In particular, furniture producers,
designer-makers and giftware-box makers
provide 30 per cent or more of their
product to national and international
outlets.
The  “story” behind any individual piece
can be significant. A good example of
this is Huon pine, the dominant position
of which relates not to its availability
(blackwood, sassafras and myrtle each
being available in larger quantities),
but to its high awareness amongst
consumers. The Huon pine “brand” is
heavily promoted. Consumers are aware

of its unique wood properties and of its
connections with convict history, colonial
furniture, and traditional boat building
and timber getting activities. This type of
“story” connection is a powerful counter to
the increasing trend for timber products
to be manufactured in China (for example)
and imported to Australia and Tasmania.
•

The “Tasmanian” brand is important. This
goes beyond the fact that the timber
might be of a unique Tasmanian species,
to a more general connection with the
perceived uniqueness of Tasmania as
a place with a special geography and
history.

•

Retail access to special timber products is
important to the tourism market.

Forestry Tasmania collaborates with the
Tasmanian Timber Promotion Board to
develop and disseminate information about
the availability and use of special timbers.
Customers for sawlogs pay a levy to the
Tasmanian Timber Promotion Board (there
being an equivalent levy for eucalypt sawlogs
and for radiata pine sawlogs).
The Board uses these funds to promote the
use of Tasmanian sawn timber and veneer
of all species. In particular, the Centre for
Sustainable Architecture in Wood (at the
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Launceston campus of the University of
Tasmania) receives funding to maintain an
informative website, to produce information
packs and samples for distribution to
processors and their customers and to
provide advice to customers about the use of
sawn timber and veneer.
Forestry Tasmania maintains close liaison with
the Tasmanian woodcraft sector and supports
the Design Centre and the Tasmanian Wood
Design Collection.

and recognised under the Australian
Forest Certification Scheme. This provides
an assurance of the legal and sustainable
origin of logs, being a key selling point for
high value timber products.
•

Forestry Tasmania and Island Specialty
Timbers Tasmania participate in
promotions staged by Brand Tasmania.

Forestry Tasmania contributes directly to the
marketing of special timber products, by the
following means:
•

•

Aims:
• Maintain a range of sales mechanisms
for special timbers, in keeping with the
different requirements of the many types
of customers in the sector.
•

Ensure that prices received by Forestry
Tasmania for special timbers represent an
adequate return that reflects the market
value of the end products and the cost to
Forestry Tasmania of managing the forests
from which they are obtained.

This will involve:
• Maintaining negotiated sales contracts
with timber processors.

Its subsidiary, Island Specialty Timbers
Tasmania, sells a range of special timber
products to businesses and individuals.
This is done via its shopfronts, at various
locations in Tasmania, and via the internet.
Forestry Tasmania and Island Specialty
Timbers Tasmania participate in the Chainof-Custody certification program that is
operated by Fine Timber Tasmania Inc.
Fine Timber Tasmania is a not-for-profit
association, with membership reflecting
all components of the special timber
supply chain. It is the owner of a Chainof-Custody certificate, certified to AS4707

•

Maintaining and enhancing Island
Specialty Timbers Tasmania as a
commercial business unit of Forestry
Tasmania.

•

Developing web-based sales, including a
tender management system and online
shop, for high value special timber
material.

Background / Overview:
1. Negotiated sales contracts
Forestry Tasmania has a few, relatively large
customers that have been the backbone
of the special timbers sawmilling sector for
many decades.
Blackheart sassafras boxes, courtesy of the
Tasmanian Wood Design Collection.
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Sales processes

These customers have typically negotiated
a long term (for example, ten year) sales
contract with Forestry Tasmania. Quantities
vary from a few hundred cubic metres, to
several thousand cubic metres, per year.
Forestry Tasmania has also negotiated
shorter term sales contracts (for example,
one to three years) with a small number
of other customers. These are typically for
locations in which there is no other regular
demand for special timbers, or for species or
grades of logs for which regular demand is
limited. Quantities are no more than a few
hundred cubic metres per year. Some of
these contracts arise from tenders, which are
conducted by Forestry Tasmania from time to
time.

Customers receiving supply under sales
contracts produce sawn timber and veneers,
most of which is sold to other businesses
(for example, furniture manufacturers and
for joinery/fit out) in Tasmania and mainland
Australia.
Logs sold under Forestry Tasmania’s sales
contracts are generally classified into one
of three grades of sawlogs (“Category 4”
sawlogs, “utility” logs and “out-spec” logs).
These grades include logs suitable for sliced
veneer.

Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania makes
an important contribution to the recovery
and distribution of a range of sought after
products.

The quantities of each species and grade
of logs supplied under each form of sales
contract are determined by negotiation,
based on forecast availability over the period
of the contract and on past performance.
The prices for logs supplied under each
form of sales contract are determined by
negotiation. They are based on the market
value of the different species and grades
of logs, on their relative availability and on
the cost of managing the forests. Prices are
reviewed annually, based on changes in
market prices and costs.

2. Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania (shopfront
and web sales)
Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania is a
business unit of Forestry Tasmania, which has
operated at Geeveston for the past 15 years
recovering, processing and selling special
timbers logs and burls. The focus of this
activity is making available material that does
not meet sawlog or veneer log grade. The
Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania operations
complement the sales of sawlogs and assist in
providing a reliable source of supply to many
smaller value-adding businesses.

Most products are available at Island
Specialty Timbers Tasmania premises in
Geeveston, Smithton and Strahan. Smaller
products (for example, craft blocks) are also
available at a number of outlets (for example,
Forestry Tasmania tourism sites).

Celery-top pine sawlogs.

Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania also
sells its products over the internet, using
an “online shop” and a web-based tender
system. The system promotes and displays
tender lots, notifies potential customers and
provides summaries of past successful bids.
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Further development of web-based sales is
planned, with promotion through national
and international timber and woodworking
shows.

Beautiful
woods to
work with…

works to live with.

Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania has
identified the potential for small volumes
of high value special timbers products,
wo r l d o f
surplus to local requirements, to
be
tim
b eexported
r s ta s m a n i a
to selected international niche markets
(specifically in the USA, UK and western
Europe).

Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania sources the very best special
timbers from Tasmania’s working forests to provide material for
your furniture, building or craft projects. With a large range
of varieties including Huon pine, celery-top pine, blackheart
sassafras, myrtle and blackwood, our special timbers are
available from three locations around the state at Geeveston
(where we can also mill to your specification), Strahan and
Smithton. So if you’re after something special for your next
timber project, contact Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania!
w w w. i s l a n d s p e c i a lt y t i m b e r s .c o m . a u

a n

Atherosperma moschatum
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e n t e r p r i s e
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Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania is
driving cultural change amongst foresters
and harvesting contractors, to ensure
the consistent quality and quantity of
supply that is needed to support the
development of designated products. New
products, matched to new trends in market
requirements (particularly international
market requirements), are being identified
and developed.

Contact us
About us

Geeveston
chris emmett – manager

Island Specialty Timbers Tasmania

For logs, burls, craftwood, building poles and beams,

sources logs, limbs, burls and stumps

green and seasoned timber.

of special timbers from harvesting operations
or milled timber to a range of customers including processors,

Timber varieties available

Phone: (03) 6295 7161 or 0419 998 452

furniture makers, craftspeople, builders and luthiers.

We stock Huon pine, celery-top pine, blackheart sassafras,

Email: chris.emmett@forestrytas.com.au

in Tasmania’s state forests to sell as either raw material

Sourcing specialty timbers

myrtle, blackwood and figured eucalypt. From time to time
material from less common trees becomes available.

Our timber comes from the harvesting of understorey trees

Our Geeveston centre also stocks a large range of beautiful

in eucalypt forest coupes and selective harvesting of Special

seasoned timber with fiddle-back, birds-eye, burl feature,

Timber Management Units. Huon pine is sourced from sites

black-heart sassafras and tiger myrtle available as wide

previously harvested for sawlogs and from stockpiles salvaged

slabs and burl slices.

prior to the construction of dams, many years ago. All timber
is harvested in accordance with the highest international
standards for sustainable forest management.

Our environmental values
We’re serious about our environmental responsibility.
That’s why we only source timber from forests certified to
meet national and international environmental standards,

Fax: (03) 6295 7162
Cemetery Road, off Arve Road, Geeveston.
Open Monday to Friday 8am–4pm
and Saturday 9am–12noon.
Mail: ISTT Geeveston
Forestry Tasmania
Main Road, Geeveston TAS 7116

Shapes and sizes

straHan

We have an extensive range of raw material items

leigh clark – manager

available, including utility logs, sawlogs, myrtle and

For Huon pine and King Billy pine craft logs,

eucalypt burls, Huon pine craftwood logs, limbs and stumps,
celery-top pine building poles and landscape timber.
Milling services are available at Geeveston to convert logs,

including the AFS and ISO 14001. We’re also a member

stumps or burls into timber and slabs. We can mill slabs up

of the Fine Timber Tasmania Chain of Custody program,

to 900mm wide, beams, squares or posts up to 11 metres

an assurance given to end consumers that all timber used

long, boards and thin timber to 5mm and slabs or beams

in a product is legally sourced, environmentally responsible

to 500mm thick. We welcome custom orders, so keep us

and Tasmanian.

in mind for your next craft, furniture or building project!

craftwood, stumps and boat knees.
Phone: (03) 6472 6000 or 0418 599 205
Fax: (03) 6472 6001
Email: leigh.clark@forestrytas.com.au
Mail: ISTT Strahan,
PO Box 21, Strahan TAS 7468
smitHton
stuart swanson – manager
For logs, burls, craftwood and building poles.
Phone: (03) 6434 7253 or 0428 467 408
Email: stuart.swanson@forestrytas.com.au
Mail: ISTT Smithton
PO Box 68, Burnie TAS 7320
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4. Reporting

5. References

Reporting on the implementation of this
Strategy is a vital step in ensuring that special
timbers on state forest are managed in a
responsible and sustainable manner. Forestry
Tasmania is committed to annually reporting
the implementation of this Strategy. This will
be done through the annual Stewardship
Report, which will be made publicly available.
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Blackwood platter, courtesy of the
Tasmanian Wood Design Collection.
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6. Glossary of Terms
Australian Forestry
Standard (AFS)

CAR Reserve
Category 4 sawlog
Certification

Clearfelling

The Australian Forestry Standard (AFS) is the forest management standard for the Australian Forest Certification Scheme (AFCS),
which certifies extensive areas of native forests and plantations across Australia. It provides consumers with assurance that forest
and wood products are from sustainably managed forests. The AFS is endorsed by the international Programme for Endorsement
of Forest Certification (PEFC).
Comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve system, established during the 1997 Tasmanian Regional Forest
Agreement, meeting the JANIS criteria.
First-grade sawlog from special species timbers such as blackwood, myrtle, sassafras, celery top pine, Huon pine and
leatherwood.
The voluntary process by which planning, procedures, systems and performance of on-the-ground forestry operations are
certified, following an audit, by a qualified and independent third party as meeting a predetermined standard. Forest operations
found to meet or exceed the given standard are issued a certificate (hence certified).
The removal of all trees on a harvesting area in a single operation, and the subsequent regeneration of an even-aged stand by
sowing or planting. A canopy opening of 4-6 times mature tree height may be considered the lower limit for clearfelling. In the
tall wet eucalypt forests of Tasmania, the minimum clearfell size is about 5 hectares. In practice, most clearfelled production
coupes in Tasmania range between 50 to 100 hectares, although some are as small as 10 hectares.
For harvesting, state forests are subdivided into discrete areas called coupes.
First-grade eucalypt sawlogs as specified in the Forestry Regulations 1999, Schedule 1, Part 2. These logs are referred to as
Category 1 sawlogs when derived from mature forests and Category 3 logs when derived from regrowth forests or plantations.
Sawlogs greater than 85 cm mid-diameter.

Coupe
High Quality Eucalypt
Sawlogs
Large-dimension
eucalypt sawlogs
Management Decision The Management Decision Classification (MDC) system is the way in which Forestry Tasmania zones the land it manages to
Classification (MDC)
optimise management and balance the competing demands on the forest estate. Zoning enables areas with particular values to
be identified and appropriate management strategies to be put in place to ensure protection, maintenance and enhancement
of these values. All areas are zoned into either production or protection primary zones that indicate their overall availability for
wood production.
Mature forest
Forest containing a majority of trees more than 110 years old.
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Merchantable timber
Millable logs
Old growth forest
Patch-clearfells

The part of a tree’s stem with value as a saleable product; usually refers to veneer, sawlog and pulpwood.
Category 4 logs and ‘utility’ logs.
Ecologically mature forest where the effects of disturbances are now negligible.
This term is applied to small clearfells; typically between 5-10 hectares, which may exist in isolation or be part of a larger harvest
unit where the patches are separated by retained forest.
Partial harvesting
Harvesting systems which include the retention of some trees, for example, seed tree, shelterwood, thinning and variable
retention.
Rainforest
Forest dominated by tree species such as myrtle, sassafras, celery-top pine and leatherwood, in which eucalypts comprise less
than five per cent of the crown cover. Rainforest generally occurs in areas with high rainfall.
Regional Forest
A long-term agreement between the Australian and State Governments, to ensure the sustainable management of Tasmania’s
Agreement (RFA)
forests.
Silvicultural system/
All the manipulations (e.g. harvesting, regeneration, thinning) carried out during the life time of forest stands or trees to achieve
Silviculture
the management objectives of the landowner.
Special Management
SMZs form the second tier of the MDC system after, and regardless of, the primary zone of “Protection” or “Production”. SMZs
Zone (SMZ)
allow for areas with particular special values or uses to be identified within the MDC system, so that appropriate management
prescriptions can be applied.
State forest
Land managed by Forestry Tasmania under the Forestry Act 1920, including purchased land.
Sustainable Forest
Management to maintain and enhance the long-term health of forest ecosystems while providing ecological, economic, social
Management
and cultural opportunities for the benefit of present and future generations.
Sustainable yield
The level of commercial timber (or product mix) that can be maintained under a given management regime, without reducing
the long-term productive capacity of the forest.
Tasmanian Community A supplement to the RFA (commonly referred to as the Tasmanian Community Forest Agreement) signed in 2005 by the
Forest Agreement
Australian and State Governments, that resulted in additional protection of old growth forests in Tasmania.
Utility logs
Logs which can be sawn but are below category 4 specification.
Variable retention
A harvest system where structural elements or biological legacies (eg old trees, stags, logs, treeferns) from the harvested stand
are retained for the new stand to achieve various ecological objectives. The system typically requires the majority of the felled
area to be within one tree height of forest that is retained for at least a full rotation.
Veneer log
A log suitable for producing veneer, either by slicing or peeling, for panel products.
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7 Maps of Special Timbers Zones
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Forestry Tasmania
GPO Box 207
Hobart, Tasmania 7001
1800 FOREST
(03) 6235 8390
forestry.tasmania@forestrytas.com.au
www.forestrytas.com.au
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